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Abstract. Cloud infrastructures handle processing and storage options for a 

multitude of applications and services. Expert users are tasked to verify assigned 

resources and select optimal combinations to accommodate the infrastructure op-

erations. For the technical users (engineers) in this specialised environment, user 

intent is not modelled in the traditional HCI application sense, but rather by in-

tentionally combining the functional and non-functional requirements of the in-

frastructure through provider recommendations that are used as features. This 

work reports on the design, development and evaluation of a user interface that 

enable intent transfer from the specialised technical level of the expert user to the 

provider recommendation evaluation by the same users.  

Keywords: user interface, user evaluation, quality of experience, usability, 

cloud provider services, user intent, recommendations. 

1 Introduction 

Centralised cloud computing infrastructures are currently handling the processing and 

storage workload of most applications and services, rendering cloud computing a key 

component of modern economy. There is a plethora of computing and storage resource 

offerings by multiple cloud providers, such as Google, Microsoft Azure and Amazon 

Web Services (AWS) and smaller ones like Vultr, UpCloud, and Linode. The resources 

offered differ in terms of computing, networking, storage, and memory capacity, while 

targeting different use cases. These also differ in terms of cost, availability, security, 

region of operation and other parameters of interest. Offerings also include multi-cloud 

services, incorporating multiple resources from multiple cloud providers, so the cus-

tomers may deploy their workloads and store their data in a (semi-)transparent manner. 

Recently, edge computing has also emerged offering computation and storage at the 

very edge of the network where data is produced, in order to reduce latency and limit 

the load that is carried to higher layers of the infrastructure hierarchy.  

Edge, together with the traditional cloud resources, form an edge-cloud continuum 

[1] that offers better quality of services and lower monetary and energy costs. Tasks 

and data are assigned respectively: ephemeral storage and low-latency required 
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computations on-device or/and on the edge, permanent storage and complex computa-

tions at the cloud (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. The On-device-Edge-Cloud Continuum. 

In a multi-cloud and multi-edge infrastructure environment the service of a particular 

workload and storage request may be served with multiple ways, by allocating different 

combinations of the available resources. Orchestrator entities are responsible for re-

ceiving application requests, in terms of computational and storage workload, and for 

deciding their efficient deployment based on the objectives and constraints (perfor-

mance, energy, cost, security, etc.) set. However, it is not always possible for users to 

identify quantitative measures for their submitted workload, as it is required by an or-

chestration mechanism. In addition, direct user interaction, as part of the decision pro-

cess, may increase the trust of the users to the provided infrastructure services and their 

quality of experience (QoE) [2]. 

In this work, we (a) propose the use of a prototype user interface (UI) that enables 

users and applications to specify requirements through generic intents, and (b) report 

on the user satisfaction from the utilised resources. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 overviews related work on 

cloud recommendation challenges, while Section 3 presents the proposed intent-driven 

recommendation. Section 4 presents the UI prototype and the pilot user evaluation. Fi-

nally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines the future work. 

2 Cloud Service Recommendation 

In the cloud-era, users have to select from a variety of cloud services and cloud-based 

application programming interfaces (API), with similar functionalities but different 

quality of service (QoS) characteristics. This makes the cloud service selection process 

a challenging task for users or applications balancing between the satisfaction of func-

tional and quality requirements. 

A number of service recommendation approaches have been proposed to assist cloud 

service selection, deciding a ranked list of services based on their QoS values. The 

recommendation methodologies utilised are based on state-of-the-art approaches of 
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recommender systems, appropriately extended for the cloud-domain. In general, the 

recommender systems can be classified into the following different categories, based 

on the techniques adopted:  

a. Content-based recommendation systems recommend similar items to a user, based 

on the items the user liked in the past, either explicitly (rating) or implicitly (click-

ing on a link, selecting a resource). 

b. In collaborative filtering, users are placed into groups of users of similar interests 

and a user’s potential preferences for items are based on the other group's mem-

bers know preferences For more details on collaborative filtering, the interested 

reader is referred to [3, 4]. 

c. Recommendation methods based on association rules count the relationships in 

which different rules appear based on historical data. 

d. Knowledge-based methods recommend items to a user in an interactive manner.  

e. Hybrid recommendation methods combine multiple methods [5].  

Also, since QoS values are not always available for service recommendation, being 

either too expensive/difficult to collect or lost over time, the service ranking approaches 

adapt their proposition using partial data set and predictions [6].  

A number of works provide a survey of the cloud services recommendation research  

activities [7, 8]. The basic parameters and characteristics considered by cloud service 

selection approaches include security, performance, accessibility, usability, scalability, 

resource distribution, and cost. In [9], a collaborative filtering approach for personal-

ized cloud services recommendation is proposed. Users are grouped into communities, 

based on their similarities (geographic proximity, rating history and interest) and then 

a ranked list of services is recommended with the best predicted ratings. [10] proposes 

a Recommendation-as-a-Service concept and develops a cloud recommendation plat-

form to recommend cloud configurations based on estimated cloud platform perfor-

mance and users' budgets. [11] designs a user-centric recommendation framework of 

cloud services, which uses a collaborative filtering approach, focusing on users' per-

sonalised preference and experiences on cloud QoS. [12] proposes a recommendation 

approach that improves the efficiency of QoS-aware service selection for multi-tenant 

SaaS. The search space of the service selection is reduced by selecting representative 

candidate services based on the users’ QoS requirements. 

The quality of service (QoS) of cloud services changes frequently over time. A num-

ber of existing service recommendation approaches [13–16] attempt to address this 

property, considering the effect of user preference change over time for cloud service 

API recommendation. The proposed methodology tracks changes in user preferences 

through the temporal behaviour-aware information and combines the results of prefer-

ence drift detection with cloud service API recommendation to generate recommenda-

tion results. [17] describes adaptive recommendations for VMs in the edge–cloud en-

vironment to serve various IoT workloads according to multiple purposes. [18] presents 

a recommendation system for Infrastructure-as-a-Service for cloud offerings that ena-

bles users to define multiple design-time and real-time QoS constraints or requirements.  

This work presents a UI design where user intent, user satisfaction and service rec-

ommendations can be efficiently communicated between users and cloud providers.  
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3 Intent-driven Operations and Recommendations 

Recently, relative intent-based operations have been proposed by various actors 

(standardization organizations, providers, academia) as a declarative approach for ap-

plications and users to specify their requirements on an infrastructure. Different actors 

may can have different perspectives for intent driven operations in the networking or 

the cloud area, e.g., who can use them and how these can be used. For example, one 

approach is to include technical details that requires some level of expertise, while an-

other approach is to shield users from technological details. A number of principles that 

can be common among intents and the different usage scenario have been identified in 

the literature: (i) intents should be declarative, (ii) an easy-to-use interface should be 

provided for their definition, (iii) intents should be technology independent and porta-

ble across similar systems.  

This work proposes an interface for users to provide their intents regarding their 

submitted workload and data in cloud and edge infrastructures. The intent-driven para-

digm of federated cloud infrastructures enables applications and users to express their 

high-level requirements in an infrastructure agnostic manner. Hence, applications and 

users can experience transparent, adaptive, and efficient access to heterogeneous pro-

cessing and storage resources in the cloud and in the Edge, that also belong to different 

providers (multi-cloud). In a multi-cloud and multi-edge infrastructure environment the 

service of a particular workload and storage request may be served with multiple ways 

by allocating different combinations of the available resources (Fig. 2).  

 

Fig. 2. A closed-loop operation involving user intents and satisfaction and infrastructure-service 

recommendations. 

The UI can utilise the intents provided by the users to narrow down the available 

options and better match the user and application preferences.  

The following steps are embedded into the design: 

1. The user sets the demands to be served along with his/her intentions. 

2. The system provides a set of available options/recommendations regarding the 

resources to be utilized. 

3. The user selects and submits the workload. 
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4. After job completion, the user provides quality of experience feedback. 

5. The above is fed in the recommendation system that provides resource recom-

mendations for users in the next round of demand submissions. 

The intent-driven paradigm enables applications and users to express their high-level 

requirements in an infrastructure agnostic manner. Hence, applications and users can 

experience transparent, adaptive and efficient access to heterogeneous processing and 

storage resources in the cloud and in the edge that may also belong to different provid-

ers (multi-cloud). Intents can then be translated to specific infrastructure-aware param-

eters served to the recommendation and the orchestration sub-systems. The provided 

intents can be application-domain related, indicating the reason for submitting the re-

spective workload. 

In what follows, we provide some examples of such intents. For example, a Fintech 

related intent can be the following: “Execute an X number of market analysis opera-

tions, for the period of Y months, for Z investment portfolios”. This intent indicates the 

amount of workload that will be submitted, and that the type of workload has low pro-

cessing latency, high security, and low availability requirements. An intent for a storage 

provider can be as follows: “Store X amount of old medical records”. This intent indi-

cates that these data will be stored for a long term, there is not any need to have low 

retrieval latency, while there are high security and reliability requirements. Alternative, 

an intent like: “Upload X number of photos from the party”, indicates that these data 

will be accessed immediately by many people for a short period of time. This means 

that reliability, availability, and storage costs are less important, instead the access la-

tency is a more significant parameter. As a result, selecting edge storage resources in-

stead of cloud ones can better serve this scenario. These intents can be specified in the 

UI by providing application domain specific menus, avoiding the use of natural lan-

guage. 

The above intents can be then translated to the following generic parameters before 

submitted to the recommendation and orchestration subsystems (Table 1). Other pa-

rameters can also be specified. 

Table 1. Parameters derived from analysis of intent. 

id name values Description 

1 GeoLocation 

0: near user 

1: anywhere 

2: specific 

Specify whether the allocated re-

sources will be geographically close 

or not, to the user 

2 Availability 

0: always on 

1: highest possible 

2: best effort 

3: any 

This specifies the availability require-

ments depending on the criticality of 

the submitted workload and data. 

3 

Cost (compu-

ting, storage, 

access) 

0: minimum 

1: best effort 

2: any 

The cost the user or application is 

willing to pay for utilizing the respec-

tive resources. 
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4 Latency 

0: minimum 

1: best effort 

2: any 

The latency requirements of the sub-

mitted workload for processing, for 

data storage or data retrieval. 

5 Security 

0: None 

1: Best effort 

2: Storage only 

3: Computational only 

4: Storage and Computational 

The security requirements. 

4 User Interface Design and Evaluation 

The UI design for this work aims to provide a feedback-rich visual representation of 

the QoE selections of combinations and setups. This required comparative visualisa-

tions of selected setups, visualising the advantages and disadvantages of each selection, 

to allow user adjustments and re-scoring.  

 

 

Fig. 3. User Interface for the exploration of recommended configurations. 

For the evaluation, six experienced developers were asked to evaluate the UI prototype, 

specifically interfacing with randomised evaluation-driven scenarios for QoE, and re-

ported on the usability (accuracy, ease of use, acceptance). More specifically, the pro-

posed UI was designed to implement the following functionalities: 

• Default values and selections for multiple provider recommendation candi-

dates, allowing the user to either accept or enable/disable or adjust the param-

eters of individual candidates.  

• Real-time score visualisation for default and adjusted values.  

• User-initialised value recast, as a user-in-the-loop recommendation formula-

tion.  
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• QoE exploration through system recommendation.  

The users reported that three was the optimal number of setup feedback configurations. 

The parameter setup process was more accurate, and the visual feedback was found to 

be very useful. Recommendations for improvement included exporting capabilities for 

selected parameter setups, visualisation of intent through matching to already con-

structed setups, and explainable information via user interaction triggering on the vis-

ualised comparison charts. 

5 Conclusion 

This work presented a UI prototype that which enables users and applications to specify 

cloud provider requirements through generic intents. This UI incorporates functionali-

ties to provide a feedback-rich visual representation of the QoE selections of combina-

tions and setups. Experienced developers participated in an experiment through which 

the UI was evaluated. The evaluation process showed very high levels of accuracy, ease 

of use and acceptance. Our future work will focus on considering social media data for 

search enrichment and recommendation accuracy. 
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